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. :ffiK GENERAL NOTES ON 
ELECTROMAGNETIC li MAGNETIC SYSTEMS

A. EQUIPMENT

The electromagnetic and magnetic units are the primary in 
struments used in the McPhar combined survey system which is designed 
for use in a Dehaviland DHC-2 Beaver aircraft. Ancillary equipment con 
sists of a radio altimeter, a frame camera* an intervalometer-fiducial 
numbering system and a light beam recorder.

I) F-400 Electromagnetic Unit ,

The F-400 is a sequential dual frequency unit (340 and 1070 H*) 
that measures the quadrature response of a conductor. In the absence of 
a conductor the quadrature response is zero. Two iron cored coils mounted 
beneath the wings of the aircraft are used to create the primary field which 
is essentially a forward pointing dipole. A 450 foot cable is used to tow a 
receiver bird and gives a transmitter-receiver separation of approximately 
400 feet. The dipole of the receiver syste n is vertical and flown in the proper 
position to be maximum coupled to the primary field. Thus the coil config 
uration can be designated as an X-Z skew system which is flown In-Line. 
Sequential dual-frequency EM operation is employed together with time shar 
ing for a proton magnetometer. The cycle consists of one third second at each 
frequency and one third magnetic readout. The quadrature response at each 
frequency i* recorded on two channels of the recorder.

II) Proton Magnetometer

A varian V-4937, airborne proton free precession magnetometer 
is used to record the variations in the earth's magnetic field. The sensing 
head of this unit is conveniently mounted inside the port wing tip. This in 
strument has a sensitivity of l gamma when pulsed at l second intervals or 
2 gamma when more frequent readings are required. The proton magneto 
meter has the advantage of reading the absolute value of the earth's magnetic 
field and is almost completely free of drift or variations due to temperature 
or environmental changes. The magnetic data is recorded on the same trace 
as the electromagnetic response for ease of correlation.

HI) Ancillary Equipment

A Bonzer doppler radio altimeter provides a continuous ground 
clearance profile. Flight path coverage is obtained by a frame camera 
driven by the intervalometer-fiducial unit which synchronises the indi 
vidual frames with, the time events on the recorder. At the standard flying 
height of 450 feet the camera is programmed to provide ZOft overlap on each
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frame, which results In a continuous record of the flight path. At greater 
heights, there l* proportionally more overlap.

B. CENTURY 444 RECORD

A light-beam recorder employing a photo-*en*itlve paper i* 
u*ed to record the data. High-sensitivity galvanometers give almost 
instantaneous response to the incoming signals and the recorder time log 
is essentially zero.

With the actual flight record oriented so that the fiducial number* 
increase from left to right, the 3. 5 inch trace width ha* been divided into 
100 unit* with zero at the bottom and 100 at the top. Fifty horizontal grid 
line* are used to mark 2 unit interval*. The ten unit Interval* are Indicated 
by the thicker grid line*. Except where noted on individual record* the 
trace* are identified a* follows:

I) 340 tt 1070 Hz Quadrature EM Response

These two primary information traces are centred at 20 and 40 
units respectively. Upward excursions represent positive quadrature 
response, which is normally Indicative of the presence of conductors. Nega 
tive deflections usually have no Interpretational significance. On each of 
these traces a "full-scale" deflection covers approximately 25 units and 
anomalies normally give rise to simultaneous response on both traces.

The equipment may be flown at sensitivity ranges of XI, X2, X4 
or X8, as indicated by the local geology and topography. Normally a X4 
setting is employed and a deflection of l unit represents approximately 400 
parts per million in terms of the primary field strength at the receiver. 
Anomalies of 1000 ppm are easily recognized. Scale settings are recorded 
by the operator on the Flight Report. Changes in scale setting vary the 
ratio of units to ppm directly and the record Is essentially linear over the 
"full-scale" range. On occasion, strong responses will be recorded as 
"Off-Scale".

The ratio of the amplitude of the response at the two frequencies 
is characteristic of the "apparent conductivity" (i.e. size, conductivity - 
product) of the disturbing body: poor conductors display LO/HI ratios of 
1. O or less while good to excellent conductors have ratios greater than 1. 0.

II) Magnetometer

Positive magnetic anomalies (i. e. increase in magnetic field 
strength) are indicated by upward excu *lons. The magnetic field is sampled
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at intervals of approximately l second. The observed value of the total 
magnetic field is then written out on two scales: the 2000 gamma scale for 
250 milliseconds followed by the 200 gamma scale for 750 milliseconds.

The absolute value of the magnetic field is a five digit number: 
the first three of these are set on the aero line and recorded by the 
operator at the beginning of each flight. The 2000 gamma scale (coarse 
scale) is recorded in ten steps of 200 gammas (adjusted to the 10 unit lines) 
covering the entire 100 units: strong anomalies can be easily traced by 
the short bars that occur on the record. Pull scale deflection (i.e. O to 
100 units} Is adjusted to 200 gammas for the fine scale which is recorded 
as a longer bar. Thus the absolute value of the magnetic field may be read 
from the trace to an accuracy of 2 gammas.

III) Fiducial*

Fiducial* are shown in one of two ways and coincide with the 
shutter opening of the frame camera. Usually the fiducials appear as ver 
tical lines on the trace. Occasionally these are supplemented by an 
interrupted galvanometer centred near 90 units, these interruptions 
correspond with the vertical fiducial lines.

IV) Altimeter

The altimeter is adjusted so that 80 units equals 500 feet of 
ground clearance. The response is non-linear and 74 units correspond to 
400 feet, 85 units to 600 feet and 90 units to 700 feet.

C. S URVEY PROCEDURE It COMPILATION

Uncontrolled airphoto mosaics usually serve as the base maps 
for flying the survey and for compilation of the geophysical data. A common 
scale is 1/4 mile (i. e. 1320 feet) per inch.

Flight lines are oriented perpendicular to the direction of the 
expected strike of the target, except in special cases where detail is required 
in the orthogonal direction.

Copies of the photo mosaic are given to the flight crew with in 
tended flight lines indicated and numbered. Navigation along thr-e lines-is 
done visually from the physical features of the area. The aircraft is flown 
with a terrain clearance of 450 feet or, in rough terrain, at the lowest altitude 
that is judged feasible for safe operations.

Flight path is recovered from the film as compared to the photo 
mosaic. Identifiable points are marked on the mosaic and designated by 
the fiducial numbers which synchronize the camera and the recorder.
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D. DATA PRESENTATION

F-400 Dual Frequency EM Results
. "

Electromagnetic anomalies result from areas on, or in, the 
ground which are electrical conductors* Geological sources of conductivity 
include sulphide mineralization, graphitic formations and fault or shear cones 
which often contain electrolytes. Other sources of conductivity include poorly 
conductive surficial materials such as saline waters, swamps and wet clays. 
The surficial anomalies sometimes extend over large areas and may obscure 
responses from underlying mineralised zones.

The presentation used on the plan maps has been developed to 
show the three primary characteristics of each Individual response. This 
Is accomplished by the numerals and letters adjacent to each anomaly symbol. 
For most purposes these characteristics are sufficient to describe the anom 
aly but for detailed Interpretation it is best to study the actual flight trace.

The letters A, D, C and D are used to indicate the recorded 
shape of the EM response which approximates one of the following curve 
types. Often, to simplify presentation, the shape Is Indicated by symbols 
as shown in the legend of the plan map.

b) Amplitude

The amplitude of the peak response at 340 Hz is shown in units. 
In cases where there Is no definite peak, the amplitude will be the highest 
value obtained over the anomaly. Except where noted in the legend, the 
equipment is operated at a gain setting of X4 which results in a scale of 
approximately l unit equals 400 ppm of the primary field strength.

c) Apparent Conductivity Ratio

The ratio of the response at 340 Hz compared to the response at 
1070 ;Iz is shown as the third parameter. Generally ratios less than 1. O 
indicate poor conductivity while those greater than 1. O indicate good to 
excellent conductivity. However, it should be noted that this ratio Is a 
measure of the Apparent Conductivity and varies with the product of the 
size and conductivity, where ir* size is usually a squared function.
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Evaluation

The response obtained from a conductive body is influenced by 
a variety of factor* which include conductivity* permeability, size, depth, 
attitude ol the body. In addition to the frequencies used geometry and the 
angle of attack are also important variables. Consequently, the amplitude 
and shape of the response cannot be regarded as absolute interpretational 
gradings or classifications. However, they do have interpretational value 
as illustrated in the following examples.

i) A vertical sheet of highly conductive material (such as a vein 
of massive sulphides), striking perpendicular to the flight line, would give 
rise to a strong, sharp response with a high conductivity ratio. A typical 
characteristic would be:- A, 15, 1.8.

li) As the angle of attack decreased, the shape of the response 
from a vertical sheet would change from A to B to C; the magnitude of 
response could increase while the ratio may decrease (e.g. C, 20, 1.2)

iti) An extensive flat horizontal sheet will show a response similar 
to C or D. The Amplitude and Apparent Conductivity will be a function of 
the sice - conductivity product and can vary over a wide range. A typical 
response from poorly conductive overburden would be:- D, 20, 0. 4.

Because of the large number of parameters that influence EM 
response, the anomalies obtained from airborne surveys should be evaluated 
in the light of all geological, geophysical and physiographical data before 
embarking on field investigations and follow-up work.

II) Magnetic Results

Usually the magnetic results are shown in contour form. These 
contours represent lines of equal intensity of the earth's magnetic field and 
are termed isomagnetic lines. When a proton magnetometer is used these 
represent the total intensity of the earth's field. In the case of a fluxgate 
or other type they are relative values only.

Where magnetics are flown only as a secondary method, the 
location of the magnetic peak relative to the EM anomaly and its amplitude 
are shown on the plan maps as indicated on the legend.
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. ; " ' ' - ,' " " . - .' .Tao fltfBt Itao* woro ortoatad aorth-*ovth and opacod at I/I2* * * fi ' '•t, ' . , 'mil* latorralo oyor tho' claim group. la all, 42. 4 Uao miUi of awroy woro 
earriod out la tho vlelatty of tao claim*, with 1ft. 7 Uao mil., lying within th* 
boundary of th* 22 claim*.

4. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

A coatovrod pr*a*atatloa of ta* magnetic data, ualag aa latorral 
of 20 gamma*, t* chown on th* accompaaylag map No. AM 692 7 which t* at af '

. teal* of 1M *1320*. Tho electromagnetic r**vlt* ar* chown oa th* correspond 
ing map No. AE4929 la th* manner d**erlb*d la the aotee preceding thl* report.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Important copper mineralisation occur* to tao northwoet of tho
claim group between the hfghway and Cobre Lah* oa a property formerly
'V/' .- ^ .' , -. . . - ' ' : ; ,- "'••' ' owaod by Coa*olldat*d Bl-Ore Mtaee Limited. A chewing of uranium and. r " .''..' ' -' ' .'' ' - *. ' - '"'•'- - -v " '-'.^y "copper le indicated to K* to the aorth*a*t of tao elalm* and eccentlally on' ' '
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group aeroo0 taa aroa mappod a* Rvroaiaa godtmoatoi thl* foataro ooggoota
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that a dyko of Nlpiaateg dlabaoo vadorlioa tho oodtmoala to tho oaot of tho 

highway.

b) Eloctromagnotici

No ttroag, woll-formod EM rooponaoo woro oaeovatorod la tho 

aroa that would bo typical of tho rocmlta aormally oxpoctod from a •laoablo 

body of ma**lvo •ulphidoo located at ohallow dopth. Howoror, a avmbor of 

wot CM rovpoaooo woro rocordod oa tho proporty that may bo coaaldorod 

worthy of furthor Investigation.

On tho oovthwoat corner of the proporty, to the woot of tho high 

way, electromagnetic roepoaeee were encountered on every lino In tho vicinity 

of the Boland River. Moot of these Anomalies have a low amplitude and a poor 

ratio. However, woakly anomalous responses near tho south proporty boundary 

oa Flight Lines 3 and S display significantly larger amplitudes aad higher ratios 

, despite the fact that they woro rocordod at quite high ground clearance. These
* ' ~ ' t

EM responses Ile In tho aroa mappod aa Huronlaa sediments and may bo worthy
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: recorded at aa apv^ociable height above the ground, and further investigations
r * " . . ^ - - ' *~. *

^oa th* growad womld be dependent opoa tile results obtained from tho f allow-vp 
- of Ae stronfer Indication* to tho west.

6. BIT M MA RT AND REG OMM IHDATION1

Magnetic contours appear to ovtlia* the east northeast trend 
of the Nipissing diabase aa Indicated oa tho foolofical map, and alao suffost 
a northwesterly trending feature that probably extends beneath th* Huronian 
sediments oa th* southern part of th* claim frovp.

No strong EM responses wore recorded in th* survey that would 
b* typical of large bodies of massive sulphide* near to the surface. Because 
of th* proximity of th* claim group to known copper mineralisation, many weak 
CM responses have been interpreted from tho data. However, none of these 
are sufficiently strong or well-formed to warrant aa immediate and Intensive 
ground follow-up programme. If the geolofy la considered favourable, a

.~ ' ' -. t *- 't' ~cursory examination of th* anomalies maar the Boland River oa th* southwest: -,. 
portion of the claims and the two anomalies lying to th* north of th* hifhway ,oa y
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LTD.
AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

c 

o

SYMBOLS SHOW LENGTH, SHAPE 

AND P EAK O F ANOMALY 

340 Hz AMPLITUDE

CARMAN FIELDING

BLIND RIVER AREA, TWPS. 157 a IA, 

SAULT ST. MARIE M. D., ONT.

ANOMALY S HAPE-

RATIO-340/1070 Hz

3,0 8

AE6928

b*uL"T— o
41J10NWC0ei 0020A1 RAIMBAULT 200



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LTD.

AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

41J10NW00eH RAIMBAULT 210

L EGEND

CONTOUR INTERVAL —— 20 GAMMA

20 GAMMA ~ - - — - —— 
100 GAMMA - - - — - - - 

500 8 1000 GAMMA- —

MAGNETIC DEPRESSION- —

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE 500 FEET

CARMAN FIELDING

BLIND RIVER AREA. TWPS. 157 a IA, 

SAULT ST. MARIE M. D., ONT.

l" * 1 320'
DATE:

AM6927


